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Beneath the Sea proudly announces
Their Visionary Award recipient for 2019:
Jake Koehler aka DALLMYD
DALLMYD will be at the Beneath the Sea Show!

J

ake Koehler, better known as DALLMYD, lives & breathes to dive &
explore new destinations in search of lost valuables. His story is a
YouTube success story. Treasure hunting caught DALLMYD’s eye so,
equipped with a Go Pro camera, he began diving the rivers and lakes
around where he lives. Doing so he discovered the many odd things people lose or throw away.
DALLMYD creates exciting videos of his discovery dives, posting them
on YouTube. His stories have attracted hundreds of thousands of viewers
around the world.
The video that made his YouTube channel popular was one where he
discovers an iPhone then returns it. Indeed, most of what Jake finds he
tries to return.
Jake has been hired as an evidence gatherer for local police forces. In
this capacity, he has recovered guns and other evidence. Local Fire departments and EMT units all have made use of DALLMYD’s special skills
to aid them in their service to the community.

Every dive leads to finding lost items such as diamonds rings, iphones, Go Pro cameras and watches to name but a
few. Jake makes every effort to find the owner, and he has had success in many instances. In addition, he actively does
his part to clear the rivers of trash of all kind from cans, bottles to TVs and drones. A memorable highlight for Jake was
the rescue of a family stranded on a local river.
Recently, Jake’s YouTube has amassed approximately 7 million subscribers
and his videos have been viewed over 600 million times.
Jake’s a true adventure junkie, and his equally passionate fan base eagerly
awaits new content to see what he’ll uncover next. Even as I write this he is
out in Hawaii diving with the Great White Shark - Big Blue.
Beneath the Sea is proud to award their Visionary award to this far-sighted adventurous leader and his group for looking into the past and finding the future.
Come meet Jake and his team at Beneath the Sea.
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